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1.2.1 Rules documents in LP, waivers
1.3.4b age limit for Juniors
1.4.1 Name of Organisers in LP
1.4.1.1 Contact information, etc. in LP
1.4.1.2 Units of measure in LP
1.4.5.3 Contest area altitude limits in LP, Sporting limits in Forbidden Airspace file.
2.1.3 Names of local officials in LP
2.2 Stewards and Jury in LP
3.3d Flags added (see also 10.2.1)
3.4.2 Entry fee, other fees in LP
4.1.2b(iv) Weighing procedure during technical inspection
4.2.2 Deleted, content moved to 7.1
4.3 Radio frequencies added, may be in LP
5.3.1b Other data communications allowed in LP
5.3.1c Radio frequencies, moved to para. 4.3
5.4c 1-second recording interval
6.3.3 DHT OZ radius calculation
7.1e Daily weighing procedure added
7.3.2c Subsequent use of MoP clarified
7.4.1 Designated Start removed
7.4.2 Designated Start removed
7.4.5a Reference to new Appendix 4, guidance on delay
7.4.5b Use of pre-start altitude in LP
8.3.1 Ho definition removed
8.3.2 Ho eliminated, two places
8.6.6 applicability of airspace penalty
8.7 penalty - recording interval
9.2.3 Fixed protest fee
10.2.1 Statement about providing flags, discs removed.

PART 11 LOCAL PROCEDURES

Entire PART 11 rewritten

APPENDICES

Appendix 3 added (weighing procedure)
Appendix 4 added (announcing the Start)
Editorial or clarifications

1.4.5  Simplified
3.4.3a Number of entries per class clarified
7.5.2  Configuration of collision avoidance transceivers clarified
7.10.1 LP description of landing procedures simplified
8.6.1  No penalties on cancelled days
8.7   penalty column header pluralized
8.7   hazardous maneuver clarified